0xDBE 1.0 EAP 138.2221.3 Release Notes
DBE-635

New Column dialog: Identity Column for Microsoft SQL Server

DBE-799

Opening a file with long name

DBE-711

Go to File suggests installation files

DBE-458

Table editor: CTID column is queried for Redshift

DBE-765

All queries to Mysql fail on 'OPTION SQL_SELECT_LIMIT=DEFAULT'

DBE-131

Cursor focus is lost after running a statement

DBE-785

problem selecting large column value in data view

DBE-793

Database Console Results: NPE when trying to sort a table by any column with UI

DBE-792

Table Editor: table is sorted by wrong column's values if columns were reordered

DBE-791

Sybase: incorrect syntax when adding a table with auto increment primary key column with UI

DBE-788

MySQL: 'Auto inc' option is not applied when adding column with UI

DBE-784

Table Editor: Ctrl + C copies wrong value when you try to copy database error report

DBE-256

Can't delete more than one row

DBE-214

Using Ctrl+Q to get related data causes a pop-up window outside the screen

DBE-149

Generate SQL query from table view

DBE-27

No obvious way to save added rows in database editor

DBE-761

Display multiline data in the results pane

DBE-774

Data extractor ignores Data viewer's column order

DBE-775

first item in table filter MRU not selectable

DBE-346

New Column dialog: UI element to mark column AUTO_INCREMENT

DBE-782

Sybase: incorrect syntax when adding identity column with UI

DBE-781

Create Table: 'Tab' does not move focus to 'Auto inc' option

DBE-106

add count to result tab for quick view

DBE-789

When auto-commit off, refresh table does not always work

DBE-776

hint cover "more" button

DBE-633

Database count rows

DBE-503

Table Editor: when editing long strings they disappear to the left

DBE-590

Data Sources and Drivers: some schemas are resolved when no schemas are chosen for resolve

DBE-589

Data Sources and Drivers: schemas are not enabled for resolve if database.* is enabled

DBE-629

MS SQL: completion for function without brackets if function is used inside SELECT statement

DBE-769

Unexpected difference in indexing of jar

DBE-764

Table editor should be aware of case sensitivity

DBE-763

Dialog with login error

DBE-758

Case sensitive autocomplete not always working

DBE-653

0xDBE does not respect “Do not change” setting for identifier word case during completion

DBE-756

Oracle Desc(ribe) command don't work

DBE-691

PostgreSQL: fields are unresolved in returning clause

DBE-732

Fake error report

DBE-754

Communication Link Failure - does not auto reconnect

DBE-660

Rename result tab

DBE-748

SQL Server assignment by sum/difference/product etc. operators not supported in SELECT clause

DBE-749

View of table should update itself after alteration

DBE-728

Run query in chosen console

DBE-708

MySQL: completion for nullary functions doesn't insert parentheses

DBE-591

SQL: code completion: delimited function/procedure name is not quoted

DBE-739

Table Editor: "Sort via Order By" gives wrong sorting

DBE-743

SQL Code Completion: completion of aliases does not consider code style settings for identifiers

DBE-744

SQL Code Completion: type completion is suggested according to 'Keywords' Case settings, not 'Types' Case
settings

DBE-742

SQL: code completion transforms lowercase letters into capital, if all suggested variants are in capital

DBE-120

MSSQL - can't exec stored procedure

DBE-740

Table Editor: "Jump to Data View" does nothing after switching to Card View

DBE-731

Table Editor: the size of column is changed if other column was hidden and then made visible again

DBE-738

Oracle DDL creates views as tables

DBE-734

Console tab header unreadable (look & feel)

DBE-678

Confusing completions

DBE-667

"Unable to resolve column" when cross join is used

DBE-726

Query Plan being cut

DBE-509

Value returned in large text field is truncated

DBE-727

Database console Result is clipping wide columns

DBE-712

Go to Table: focus does not go to opened table from the tool window

DBE-148

Theme changing display

DBE-723

Syntax error in a valid Redshift query

DBE-687

SQL Server: table defined in SELECT ... INTO is not resolved Temporary tables don't scan for further
autocomplete.

DBE-488

SQL Server SELECT INTO syntax is not supported

DBE-457

Transposed Row View pop up window

DBE-412

Quick Value View pop up window

DBE-719

Database console: MySQL version comments are truncated on execution

DBE-642

MS SQL: typing closing bracket ']' right before existent bracket should not add another

DBE-686

Database console: reject to enter credentials: error notification bar has no message

DBE-644

SQL: HSQLDB: user name is not resolved in ALTER USER

DBE-713

Table editor does not get focus on opening

DBE-702

MS SQL: "set language" is red

DBE-641

Exclude PROMPT from source formatter

DBE-632

"text" not recognized as type for postgres sql function

DBE-706

Bad indent after empty SELECT with FROM

DBE-504

Turn off automatic search

DBE-676

When field is qualified, functions are not completed at its left

DBE-684

Database console: error notification bar: Details and Settings do nothing for me

DBE-250

Changing auto-commit checkbox value on results window

DBE-602

Table editor: possibility to clone table rows

DBE-227

Loss of precision on output screens

DBE-48

0xDBE: setup public EAP page

DBE-707

Timestamp showing incorrect fractional seconds

DBE-101

Can uncheck but not check a bit field / checkbox in result console

DBE-665

Incorrect number of decimal places on datetime2 column

DBE-618

Good code is red in WITH query

DBE-617

Error on valid postgres

DBE-658

Make Ctrl-N open table Editor for a table

DBE-587

PostgreSQL: constant of any type written as "type 'string'" is red

DBE-513

SQL: Spelling / Typo inspection: Rename quick fix fails for string literals

DBE-514

SQL: MySQL: named primary key constraint is red

DBE-124

Add support for DB2 on As400

DBE-701

SQL Update extractor generates bad SQL

DBE-664

Ms Sql on shared hosting

DBE-699

MSSQL: new functions in SQL Server 2012 are not supported

DBE-696

PostGIS geometry TYPEMOD not supported

DBE-695

Display project name when updating application

DBE-682

Show Spelling Correction Suggestions on strings

DBE-661

Multiline text in Result tab cell can't be viewed by double click

DBE-495

Unable to view full cell value

DBE-400

Tasks & Contexts Integration

DBE-115

Slow to open and large memory usage for MSSQL

DBE-109

Can't assing VCS to project

DBE-679

PostgreSQL syntax highlight shows error on NOT for CREATE SCHEMA

DBE-698

Dump SQL queries directly to file, do not load whole database to RAM

DBE-668

Table Editor: when editing nullable boolean column editor leaves editing mode after pressing space

DBE-61

Brown color cannot be set for a database.

DBE-697

Query with CTE not fully recognized

DBE-692

Bad code in the Tip of the Day

DBE-677

sql server incorrect drop statement

DBE-694

Allow multiple connections/SQL tabs

DBE-308

MySQL year displayed as a date in Table Editor

DBE-690

Restart dialog is not working

DBE-674

Auto-switch to output window on execution SQL-expr

DBE-39

Annoying master password on start

DBE-648

Use data extractor on individual rows

DBE-650

Group DB objects into categories

DBE-649

Implement inline/extract for table aliases

IDEA-129764 Enable SYS.DBMS_OUTPUT: CCE at DataBus$FacadeImpl.subscribe()
IDEA-126805 Crash during indexing after checkout
IDEA-119829 Database: adding new row containing 'null' value is not done right after you finished editing row
IDEA-104968 SQL inspections: using dialect names could be unified
IDEA-129073 Database viewer with Ctrl J broken
IDEA-113253 Add autoincrement checkbox to "Add field"
IDEA-129438 One hour decrement in tab with "time with time zone[]"
IDEA-115533 PostgreSQL: timestamptz (p) and timetz (p) are red
IDEA-120114 PostgreSQL: column alias problem
IDEA-115558 PostgreSQL: Incorrect "condition always true" with record type
IDEA-124791 ctrl-q in database window does not work anymore after resizing value view
IDEA-116203 Case code styles are not applied for code completion without prefix
IDEA-127383 Database query results have truncated text column values
IDEA-125885 Database console truncates results to 1023/1024 characters
IDEA-125071 SQL: foreign key popup: not all information appears after pressing Ctrl + Q twice
IDEA-113106 No way to see full contents of a text field in a database table
IDEA-110522 SQL: foreign key popup: no foreign key pop up after pressing Ctrl + Q more than once
IDEA-105022 Injection inspection false positive for PosgreSQL parameterized query throws "Unresolved column" warning
IDEA-97154

Exception displayed in a table editor cell makes table editor misbehave

IDEA-64595

data source tab text : use the table names, when the sql is "SELECT * FROM <table>"

IDEA-125444 SQL: rework grammars for better completion
IDEA-105417 Go To Related Data: Select the related dataset
IDEA-68793

Show only appropriate fields, not all functions in key creation

IDEA-112797 PostgreSQL: using code points for Unicode characters is red
IDEA-51174

SQL: PostgreSQL: resolve schema name defined on server in case of relationship via parent data source

IDEA-51131

SQL: PostgreSQL: cast to regclass as an identifier is red

IDEA-128663 SQL highlighting doesn't work
IDEA-128611 Oracle number displayed as integer
IDEA-113186 PostgreSQL: aggregate function with distinct and order by at the same time is red
IDEA-128574 Create table: syntax error in generated SQL for constraint
IDEA-108395 Use curly brackets to enclose parameters in SQL statements
IDEA-124824 Data Sources and Drivers: after editing driver settings 'Apply' is not disabled after being pressed
IDEA-116616 Database Connections and Drivers: 'connection failed' error is not displayed at the dialog
IDEA-116715 Database Console: the error notification at the bottom of console cannot be deleted
IDEA-123013 PostgreSQL:adding new data source via Duplicate action

IDEA-119886 SQL fails to run SQL dump exported from MySQL
IDEA-112203 IDEA is hung after startup
IDEA-128402 Add a new Datasource configuration scope allowing to share DS config between different IDEA versions
IDEA-128384 No statements found in Run script warning.

